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A little bit about me

• Brought up in Blenheim

• Sports mad

• Broke my spine in 1989

• Sport was my rehab

• I’ve worked in the 

disability sector for the 

past 31 years

VS.
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My sport

1994 Commonwealth 

Games Marathon
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What is Disability?
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UN Convention on the Rights for Disabled People

• NZ signed and ratified the UNCRPD in 2008

• DEFINITION:

“Persons with disabilities include those who have long-term physical, mental, intellectual or 

sensory impairments which in interaction with various barriers may hinder their full and effective 

participation in society on an equal basis with others” 

• NZ has obligations to this Convention, and reports to the UN on progress

• Accessibility is one of the core general principles of the Convention while the general obligations are 

based around non-discrimination on the basis of disability

• The NZ Disability Strategy (NZDS), has a similar definition, which all of government – including MBIE, 

use

• Accessibility is also a key outcome area in the NZDS
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• Disability is something that happens when people with impairments face barriers in society; it is 

society that disables us, not our impairments, this is the thing all disabled people have in 

common. It is something that happens when the world we live in has been designed by people 

who assume that everyone is the same 

• Terminology is important.  The correct terminology is ‘DISABLED PEOPLE’ because we are 

disabled by our environment.  We live with an impairment

• For some of us, the term ‘disabled people’ is a source of pride, identity and recognition that 

disabling barriers exist within society and not with us as individuals

• Disabled people are part of the vast and diverse human experience. Just as we accept and 

respect differences like gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation language or belief, the difference and 

diversity of disabled people need to be understood, acknowledged and celebrated

What is Disability and why is it important?
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What is Disability and why is it important?

• 24% of New Zealanders identify with having

a disability as of the last census.  That’s close to 

1,000,000 people in New Zealand

Most people think of wheelchairs and people with canes and guide dogs 

when thinking of disability; Disabilities are not always visible – think 

hearing impaired, neurodiversity, Crohn’s disease, early onset multiple 

sclerosis etc 

% Disabled by Population

Disabled Non-disabled
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ACC’s build programme
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ACC’s new build programme

• ACC is building two new purpose built sites in Hamilton and Dunedin that will house 

over 700 hundred people at each site

• We are partnering with Tainui in Hamilton and Ngāi Tahu in Dunedin who will be our 

landlords

• ACC Property has positively and genuinely engaged very early in the process to 

ensure accessibility was built into each of the sites

• We started with the macro work to ensure all the ‘big stuff’ was built for purpose

• Smaller detail was discussed next – it’s the little things that matter 
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Meeting ‘code’ vs doing what’s right

• NZ Building Code 4121:2001.  This is outdated and should be a baseline starting 

point only.  Much has changed physically and ethically and morally in the past 21 

years

• Unless you have direct experience of disability – be it yourself or someone close to 

you, then you have an ‘unconscious ignorance’ of disability – you don’t know what 

you don’t know

• The importance of consultation; Don’t forge ahead thinking you’re doing the right 

thing without talking to disabled people first

• It is much cheaper to build to a high accessibility standard than to retrofit

Don’t forget to consult!!
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Hamilton
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Dunedin
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Things to consider
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Key stakeholders

• It’s important to bring people along for the ride with you 

during the process and engage them early in the process

• Help people understand why accessibility is important

• Understand the timeline for including each in your project

• Key stakeholders;

➢ Landlords

➢ Tenant

➢ Disability input

➢ Council

➢ Exec sponsor

➢ Health & Safety; gardens, bracing
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Key considerations

• Is it a new build? 

• Is it a fit-out?  

• Is it a refurbishment

• Don’t ‘tick-box’ the process 

• Engage early in the process

• Consult with the disabled people who will be using the building – bring them along 

on the journey and value their input

• Acknowledge and learn from your mistakes
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Key considerations

➢ Transport – carparking/bus stops – engage local councils

➢ Entrances/receptions/visitor management systems/hearing loops/bathrooms

➢ Wayfinding - Vision loss and built environment

➢ Neurodiversity

➢ Quiet rooms / Parents rooms / Multi-faith rooms

➢ Bathrooms

➢ Staff rooms / kitchens

➢ Circulation spaces

➢ Coat racks

➢ Card swipe receiver positioning

➢ Health & Safety

The physical journey
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Conclusion

• MBIE - Government Property Group & Building Performance Standards

• Disability makes up nearly a quarter of New Zealand’s population

• Engage at the beginning of the process

• Don’t guess your way through the process thinking you know all about disability

• Building for accessibility benefits everyone

• Building for accessibility not only helps those with disabilities, it also benefits our 

elderly, parents with strollers and even for some of shorter stature

• Celebrate your successes!

It’s just the right thing to do


